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form of percentage of correct responses, reaction time or signal
detection measures. Such effects, which generally follow a single
application of rTMS, can be produced by random neural noise or
brain signal suppression (Harris et al., 2008), are small and, reason-
ably, do not raise particular safety issues (see Rossi et al., 2007c).

In several studies, certain cognitive tasks have been demon-
strated even to be enhanced by rTMS revealing the potential of
TMS-induced paradoxical functional facilitation (Theoret et al.,
2003). Changes are reported to be small and only temporary,
although the time-course has not been followed in detail in all
studies. The mechanisms of cognitive enhancement are not under-
stood and remain an intriguing area of research. With the caveat
that observation in the motor system may not be applicable to
other domains of behavior these mechanisms may include local
enhancement of neuronal excitability (changes of intracortical
inhibition, ionic membrane conductance, changes of synaptic effi-
cacy) and network effects (release of remote inhibition, change of
balance). Indeed, rTMS applied to Wernicke’s or Broca’s area led,
respectively, to inhibition or facilitation of language (Dräger
et al., 2004). The same subthreshold rTMS protocol applied to the
same prefrontal brain regions have led to facilitation of action
naming in one study (Cappa et al. 2002) and inhibition of episodic
encoding in others (Rossi et al., 2001, 2004a,b, 2006). These obser-
vations suggest that the same protocol may induce opposite effects
in slightly different circumstances, and that no extrapolation may
be made from one cortical region to another or from one cognitive
function to a related one.

We performed a survey of the studies that have used TMS
trains to interact with task performance in cognitive science from
1999 to December 2008. In these protocols, short trains of a few
hundreds of ms are applied online to task performance on the
sub-trial level (usually aligned to trial onset), in order to cover
much of the time-interval between sensory input and motor out-
put in which task-related cognitive processing is expected to
occur. These protocols have been interchangeably referred to,
for instance, as online rTMS interference approach, or triple-pulse
TMS for trains of three pulses, among other nomenclature. We
propose to use the operationally defined terminology of online
rTMS interaction protocols.

These protocols have been widely employed in healthy volun-
teers without side-effects, following the publication of the previ-
ous 1998 safety guidelines (Wassermannn, 1998) and after
screening via the safety questionnaire to eliminate contraindica-
tions (see Section 7.5). This has resulted in a large collection of
empirical data for TMS applications beyond single-pulse, double-
pulse and 1-Hz TMS in psychology and cognitive sciences (see Sup-
plemental material, Table S3).

Over the last 10 years, 4 Hz- to 25 Hz-trains have been tailored
to cover usually 0.1–1 s and exceptionally up to 30 s of task perfor-
mance. More than 50 studies used 10 Hz, more than 20 have em-
ployed 20–25 Hz and more than 10 studies used 4–9 Hz.
Parameters to consider for designing experiments are the duration
of the TMS-train, the stimulation rate (in Hz), the inter-train inter-
val and the number of trials within the experiment (summarized in
Supplemental material, Table S3). For safety aspects, the combina-
tion of parameters is important, with short train durations and
long inter-train intervals carrying less risk (Table 3).

The most frequently used parameter-combination for 10 Hz
protocols has been 5–6 pulse-trains for 400–500 ms, applied with
a mean inter-train interval of 3.2 s over an average of 250 trials.
The most frequently used parameter-combination for 20–25 Hz
protocols has been 10–11 pulse-trains for 400–500 ms, applied
with a mean inter-train interval of 17.1 s over an average of 80 tri-
als. Parameter combinations for 4–9 Hz applications have been
more variable. Applications with longer train durations (>500 ms)
have been used with 4–20 Hz without side-effects (see Table 3).
For 10 Hz protocols, those that applied the highest number of
pulses within a train (n = 30 for 3 s), also employed long inter-train
intervals (10–12.5 s; see Supplemental material, Table S3), as was
the case for 20–25 Hz application (n = 20 pulses for 1 s, at least
10 s inter-train interval; Supplemental material, Table S3).

To avoid possible side-effects also in the future and to remain
within safe margins, future studies using the online interaction
protocols could design their parameters to fall within the range
summarized here (Table 3, see also Supplemental material, Table
S3).

4.6.2. rTMS for therapy
Possible hazards regarding long-lasting cognitive changes are

related to the cumulative effects of repeated sessions of rTMS, in
the frame of therapeutic applications for neurological and, mainly,
psychiatric diseases. Two recent articles examined extensively this
issue: in a meta-analysis of 173 papers published from January
1998 to December 2003 (more than 3000 subjects/patients) that
reported application of rTMS to non-motor areas, side-effects va-
guely related to cognition included excessive tiredness, concentra-
tion difficulties, memory difficulties and were reported to be mild,
transient and to be ‘‘very rare” (see Table 4 of Machii et al., 2006).
Another comprehensive review of sham-controlled rTMS studies in
major depression identified 39 studies (more than 1200 patients
overall), of whom 12 reported cognitive improvement. In 3 studies
at least 1 cognitive test deteriorated, among vast batteries of cog-
nitive examinations, while improvements were noted in other
tests (Loo et al., 2008). Therefore, unequivocal unintentional cogni-
tive deterioration has not been noted in any studies.

One issue particularly relevant to studies of psychiatric patients
is mood changes (Loo et al., 2008). Even when such changes were
induced in patients, no correlation emerged between mood and
cognitive performance.

While most studies have focused on static cognitive functions,
others have shown that rTMS may modulate the acquisition of
new skills or memory. rTMS-induced changes have been found to
last in the order of several tens of minutes maximally. However,
the possibility of very-long (>24 h) lasting stimulation-induced
cognitive changes cannot be entirely excluded.

Cognitive function was additionally assessed in one large multi-
center sponsored study examining the effect of rTMS (120% MT,
10 Hz, 3000 pulses, maximal number of total pulses 216,000) in
325 patients with major depression by three different tests (Mini
Mental State Examination, Buschke selective reminding test, Auto-
biographical memory interview). No cognitive changes were noted
(Janicak et al., 2008). In another recent study, massed application
of max 38,880 magnetic pulses over 1 week did not lead to cogni-
tive changes (Anderson et al., 2006). However, absence of cognitive

Table 3
Summary of the most employed average stimulation parameters in online interaction rTMS protocols and found to be safe. Consensus has been reached for this table.

rTMS frequency Number of studies Average train duration Average inter-train interval Average number of trials

4–9 Hz >10 Variable (see Supplemental material, Table S3)
10 Hz >50 5–6 pulse-trains for 400–500 ms 3.2 s 250

20–25 Hz >20 10 pulse-trains for 400–500 ms 17.1 s 80
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changes must not be taken as evidence of absence of changes in
neuronal function. Experiments using functional imaging and
dual-site TMS have revealed unequivocal evidence of extremely ra-
pid plasticity (e.g., O’Shea et al., 2007), which may mask local inter-
ference effects.

As emphasized already, one issue particularly pertinent to
rTMS-protocols in therapeutic sessions is the question of whether
multiple sessions, performed within a short time span such as over
1 week, will lead to cumulative effects. In the visuo-spatial domain,
such phenomena have been demonstrated in cats (Valero-Cabré
et al., 2008), when rTMS stimulations were applied on a daily basis,
whereas previous studies with rTMS sessions spaced apart by 48 h
failed to produce such effects. Studies in the motor system in hu-
mans have reported a similar phenomenon, demonstrating that
cumulative effects have to be considered in humans also (Lomarev
et al., 2006).

Among the ‘‘new” protocols of brain stimulation such as TBS,
QPS and PAS, only the former has been used to intentionally mod-
ulate cognitive capacities. Its efficacy to induce cognitive changes
appears to be somewhat weaker than 1-Hz rTMS, at least in the
motor cortex (Mistry et al., 2007), although both protocols were
not compared head-to-head in the same study. The duration of
TBS-induced cognitive changes does not appear to differ substan-
tially from 1-Hz rTMS and lies in the range of several tens of min-
utes. However, further studies on this issue are needed.

The methodology used for the application of rTMS is such that it
may easily induce a placebo effect in some patients. This effect, as
it is the case with other medical interventions, may add to the ef-
fects induced through activation of neural structures and may con-
tribute to the subjective feeling of improvement in some instances.
Although many studies included sham-stimulation as control,
there is nowadays no guarantee that a true sham-rTMS condition
is available and, therefore, the relative size of the placebo effect
may be difficult to determine in any rTMS treatment. This is likely
to be more difficult when testing functions depending on subjec-
tive assessment than when testing quantifiable changes (Fregni
et al., 2006a,b).

4.7. Acute psychiatric changes

Treatment-emergent mania has been reported for low and high
frequency rTMS in patients with uni- and bipolar depression (Xia
et al., 2008) after stimulation of the left prefrontal cortex. Although
single cases suggest a causal relationship between rTMS and man-
ia, the overall rate (13 cases) across 53 randomized controlled
studies in depression appears to be low (0.84% mania for active
rTMS vs. 0.73% for sham rTMS) and even below natural switch
rates in patients with bipolar disorders receiving mood stabilizers
(2.3–3.45%) (Xia et al., 2008).

Similarly, cases of rTMS induced psychotic symptoms, anxiety,
agitation, suicidal ideation and insomnia (Zwanzger et al., 2002;

Janicak et al., 2008) have been reported, but it is unknown whether
these occur at higher rates compared to the natural course of
disease being treated or associated with other interventions. Psy-
chotic symptoms and suicidal ideation have been never described
in normal subjects during or after rTMS.

In all the above cases the psychiatric side effects induced by
TMS were transient, with a spontaneous resolution after TMS
cessation or promptly controlled by pharmacological treatment.
Nevertheless, patients with depression undergoing rTMS should
be informed about the unlikely possibility of developing such acute
side effects depending on type and severity of disease.

In 24 normal subjects who underwent different TBS protocols to
dorsolateral and medial prefrontal cortex no mood changes were
noted (Grossheinrich et al., 2009).

Whereas these acute side effects are relatively well character-
ized, there is no systematic research on cumulative side effects
which may occur when cumulative ‘‘therapeutic” aftereffects are
expected, with the exception of one sponsored study that did not
document late-appearing adverse events for up to 6 months after
the acute clinical benefit (Janicak et al., 2008).

4.8. Other biological effects possibly related to safety concerns

4.8.1. The need of animal models
Given the increase in TMS use in neuroscience research and pro-

gressive mainstream spread of TMS based-therapeutic approaches,
the use of adequate animal models to pre-assess acute and long-
term safety would be extremely valuable. A useful animal model
needs to allow for the combination of a precise and reliable stim-
ulation method with monitoring tools of high spatial and temporal
resolution to capture the physiologic impact. Monitoring methods
of high spatial resolution include metabolic/pharmacologic label-
ing, optical imaging, and high-field fMRI. Monitoring methods of
high temporal resolution are field- or single-unit electrophysiolog-
ical recording. Ideally, both of these types of monitoring methods
should be combined and applied simultaneously. Furthermore, an
ideal animal model should allow for the exploration of the behav-
ioral correlates of the stimulation in the awake freely moving ani-
mal. A pre-existing knowledge on the anatomical connectivity
between regions and the effects of other types of brain manipula-
tion in the same regions, such as lesion studies, pharmacologic
deactivations, microstimulation or cooling deactivations is
obviously helpful in the interpretation of the results.

Rodents, felines, and in a very limited fashion non-human pri-
mates have been all used in TMS studies aimed at understanding
the physiology underlying its effects. However, the ratio between
head size and coil size remains the main issue precluding an easy
interpretation and transferability of animal results into human
applications, since the induced current density distribution and
the spatial selectivity of the impact is strongly affected by the
thickness and size of the brain (Post and Keck, 2001). This is partic-
ularly critical for rodent models, in which spatially selective repet-
itive stimulation of specific neural networks requires specially
designed smaller TMS coils (Luft et al., 2001). The use of standard
coils, like in early studies, raises two types of problems. The first
one is a loss of stimulation specificity, and in most cases the whole
brain or even the body of the animal is stimulated with the risk of
inducing irrelevant results. Second, and most important, is that the
efficiency of magnetic stimulation is drastically reduced in smaller
brains (Weissman et al., 1992) since rTMS-induced current de-
pends, besides brain size, by conductivity of brain structure. There-
fore the direct comparison based only on frequency and intensity
of stimulation used in some animal studies may not be valid for
humans.

The issue of brain tissue heating due to TMS has been addressed
in Section 3 of the current manuscript. As reviewed by Post and

Table 4
Maximum safe duration (expressed in seconds) of single trains of rTMS. Safety
defined as absence of seizure, spread of excitation or afterdischarge of EMG activity.
Numbers preceded by > are longest duration tested. Consensus has been reached for
this table.

Frequency (Hz) Intensity (% of MT)

90% 100% 110% 120% 130%

1 >1800a >1800 >1800 >360 >50
5 >10 >10 >10 >10 >10

10 >5 >5 >5 4.2 2.9
20 2.05 2.05 1.6 1.0 0.55
25 1.28 1.28 0.84 0.4 0.24

a In Japan, up to 5000 pulses have been applied without safety problems (com-
munication of Y. Ugawa).
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should not ordinarily participate in such studies, and the risk
level for patients can be theoretically high for stimulation proto-
cols that have been not yet tested for safety.

– Class 2 (indirect benefit, moderate risk): studies in patients
where the potential clinical benefit is more speculative or where
no clinical benefit is expected, but the study is anticipated to
yield valuable data for the development of treatments, safety
assessment of a cortical stimulation protocol, or improved
understanding of pathophysiological mechanisms of neurologi-
cal or psychiatric diseases. Normal subjects may participate as
control subjects. In these studies, regimens that will place sub-
jects at significant risk of seizures or other serious adverse
effects should employ only patients and not normal subjects,
because exposure to adverse effects is unacceptable for normal
subjects when clinical benefit is questionable.

– Class 3 (indirect benefit, low risk): studies in normal subjects
and patients that are expected to yield important data on brain
physiology or on safety, but have no immediate relevance to
clinical problems. Normal volunteers should be permitted to
participate in rTMS research when it is likely to produce data
that are of outstanding scientific or clinical value.

In all classes, every appropriate and feasible safety measure
must be instituted, and stimulation parameters and schedules
must be chosen with clinical goals and safety considerations in
mind. Specifically tailored regimens may pose significant risks in
some cases, and, indeed, there could be instances where stimula-
tion parameters outside present safety recommendations could
be delivered and adverse effects might be expected and prepared
for (i.e., Class 1 studies). Nevertheless, the risks should be out-
weighed by the potential benefit in serious disorders where alter-
native therapies also have significant risks (e.g., electroconvulsive
therapy or other neuromodulatory techniques which requires neu-
rosurgical procedures). In Class 2 and 3 studies the responsibility
rests on the Principal Investigator to prove how the participation
of normal subjects will enhance the understanding of brain func-
tion or advance the understanding or treatment of a disease, in
an important way.

Safety studies of new rTMS devices or alternative procedures of
TMS must continue to be performed in normal subjects in a man-
ner analogous to toxicity studies of new drugs.

All studies, including safety studies, in normal subjects and
patients for whom there is no potential clinical benefit should pro-
ceed only with maximally stringent safety measures and limits on
stimulation parameters.

The group could not reach consensus about what constitutes a
‘‘normal subject”. One view is that such persons should have a nor-
mal neurologic examination. Another view is that self-reported
information is sufficient to establish normalcy. What is appropriate
might depend on the investigation. The definition of normalcy
should be considered and approved for each study by the referring
IRB.

7.2. Stimulation parameters

Previous guidelines (Wassermannn, 1998) have proven effica-
cious in preventing spread of excitation and seizures, both in nor-
mal subjects and in patients with neurological and psychiatric
diseases, despite the fact that such guidelines were based on a rel-
atively restricted sample of normal subjects and considered only
conventional rTMS.

7.2.1. Conventional rTMS of the motor cortex
Table 4 is restricted to intensities of stimulation from 90% to

130% of resting MT, using a Figure 8 coil. Indeed, intensities higher
than 130% of MT have not been reported for research/clinical pur-
poses, nor have other coils. Future studies eventually exceeding
this limit (i.e., from 140% to 220% of MT) should refer to previous
guidelines (Table 3, Wassermannn, 1998).

In case the individual MT of stimulation cannot be determined
due to concomitant drugs, underlying pathology or other anato-
mo-physiological reason, a consensus emerged for the use of an
intensity of stimulation that corresponds to the lower 95% confi-
dence interval of the average value of the MT in the remaining sub-
jects/population, for the specific coil/stimulator combination.

Another aspect relevant for safety is the length of inter-train
intervals in case of repeated applications of rTMS on the same
day. To date, no studies have specifically addressed this issue fol-
lowing the original work (Chen et al., 1997). Therefore, we again
suggest adopting previous guidelines, at least for motor cortex
stimulation, which are summarized in Table 5.

Data of Tables 4 and 5 should provide investigators with the ba-
sis for constructing tables with margins of safety appropriate to
various types of rTMS studies. Safety margins should be conserva-
tive for the protection of subjects in Class 2 and 3 studies. In Class 1
studies, which are of potential direct clinical benefit to the sub-
jects, higher degrees of risk are clearly tolerable, so that stimula-
tion parameters outside these recommendations could be
delivered if the benefits are reasonably expected to outweigh the
risks. It is also probable that the values in this set of guidelines

Table 5
Adapted from Table 4 (Part A) and Table 3 (part B) of Chen et al., 1997, with permission from the authors. Safety recommendations for inter-train intervals for 10 trains at <20 Hz.
The maximum duration of pulses for individual rTMS trains at each stimulus intensity should not exceed those listed in the Part B of the table. A consensus has been reached in
adopting this table at this point. However, there is a need to extend these investigations and provide more detailed guidelines that may apply also to non-motor areas.

Inter-train interval (ms) Stimulus intensity (% of MT)

100% 105% 110% 120%

Part A
5000 Safe Safe Safe Insufficient data
1000 Unsafe (EMG spread after 3 trains) Unsafea Unsafe (EMG spread after 2 trains) Unsafe (EMG spread after 2 trains)
250 Unsafea Unsafea Unsafe (EMG spread after 2 trains) Unsafe (EMG spread after 3 trains)

Frequency (Hz) 100% 110% 120% 130%

Duration (s)/pulses Duration (s)/pulses Duration (s)/pulses Duration (s)/pulses

Part B
1 >270 >270 >270 >270 >180 >180 50 50
5 10 50 10 50 10 50 10 50

10 5 50 5 50 3.2 32 2.2 22
20 1.5 30 1.2 24 0.8 16 0.4 8
25 1.0 25 0.7 17 0.3 7 0.2 5

a These stimulus parameters are considered unsafe because adverse events occurred with stimulation of lower intensity or longer inter-train interval, but no adverse effects
were observed with these parameters.
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For	  patterned	  rTMS,	  such	  as	  theta-‐burst	  stimulation	  (TBS),	  the	  lack	  of	  safety	  
studies	  means	  that	  safety	  guidelines	  are	  not	  currently	  available.	  	  The	  Rossi	  et	  al.,	  
(2009)	  paper	  summarizes	  the	  TBS	  protocols	  published	  up	  to	  2009	  in	  Table	  6	  
below.	  	  Based	  on	  our	  previous	  approvals	  for	  TBS	  from	  the	  NRES	  committees	  and	  
this	  table,	  we	  propose	  that	  protocols	  involving	  TBS	  should	  follow	  the	  standard	  
parameters	  described	  by	  Huang	  et	  al.,	  (2005)	  for	  continuous	  (cTBS)	  and	  
intermittent	  (iTBS)	  as	  detailed	  below	  in	  Table	  6.	  	  Stimulation	  intensities	  for	  TBS	  
(biphasic	  stimulation)	  should	  be	  no	  greater	  than	  60%	  of	  maximal	  stimulator	  
output	  or	  80%	  of	  resting	  motor	  threshold.	  	  	  



may be safely exceeded in subjects receiving anticonvulsant med-
ications, as suggested by a recent study (Rotenberg et al., 2009).

7.2.2. Conventional rTMS outside the motor cortex
The above suggested safety parameters are derived from rTMS

applied to the motor cortex. Since the threshold for induction of
after-discharges is lowest in the motor cortex compared to other
cortical areas when stimulated electrically (Penfield and Jasper,
1954), they are reasonably safe also for rTMS applications on cor-
tical areas outside the motor cortex. However, the exact relation-
ships between the excitability of motor and non-motor brain
regions are still to be determined. Unfortunately, no studies have
specifically addressed this issue, hence definitive safety tables for
rTMS application outside the motor cortex cannot be provided.
There are still no studies addressing the safety of rTMS as a func-
tion of the threshold to evoke phosphenes.

Nevertheless, certain combinations of parameters of stimula-
tion that have been applied outside the motor cortex without seri-
ous adverse effects can be found in two recent reviews (Machii et
al., 2006; Loo et al., 2008). Thus, the accumulated experience in the
past 20 years provides a strong substrate that investigators can use
to inform arguments about the safety and relative risk of rTMS
protocols.

7.2.3. Patterned repetitive TMS
TBS protocols are increasingly used, both in research and for clin-

ical applications. There is only one study specifically addressing the
safety of TBS in 24 healthy subjectswho received stimulation on left
dorsolateral and medial prefrontal cortices (Grossheinrich et al.,
2009): no serious adverse effects were noted, apart from lipotimic-
like reactions in three subjects. However, due to the paucity of safety
studies on TBS, safety guidelines cannot be currently provided.

Table 6 summarizes TBS protocols used up to now in published
studies on normal subjects. As described above, a single seizure has
been reported, induced by cTBS in a normal volunteer (Obermann
and Pascual-Leone, 2009). In that instance cTBS was applied at an
intensity of 90% of resting motor threshold which might translate
to an intensity of approximately 120% of active motor threshold,
thus much higher than most published trials of cTBS. Table 6 also
summarizes available studies using QPS paradigms. It is important
to note that the safety of these protocols in patients with neurolog-
ical or psychiatric brain diseases, or when applied under pharma-
cological treatments or outside the motor cortex, is still to be
determined.

Several aspects still need to be evaluated in terms of safety,
even in normal subjects:

(i) Total pulse number: traditional TBS protocols pose the cur-
rent limit at 600, but 900 has been safely performed (J. Roth-
well, personal communication);

(ii) Interval between repeated TBS sessions: 15 min being safe in 6
normal subjects (Nyffeler et al., 2006);

(iii) Intensity of stimulation: the maximal intensity safely used so
far being 60% of the maximal stimulator output over the
visual cortex (Silvanto et al., 2007) and 80% of the resting
MT for prefrontal cortex stimulation (Grossheinrich et al.,
2009);

(iv) Cumulative daily or weekly applications for therapeutic
purposes.

7.2.4. Physiological monitoring
Physiological monitoring of every subject undergoing conven-

tional or patterned repetitive TMS is desirable when parameters
of stimulation exceed previous tables. This applies to studies of
Classes 1, 2 and 3.

Two measures have been proposed to detect potential early
signs of increasing brain excitability that might lead to a seizure:
spread of excitation to neighboring cortical areas and possible
manifestations of EEG afterdischarges.

In studies where rTMS is not expected to elicit MEPs (e.g., stim-
ulation of the motor cortex below threshold, or of a scalp site out-
side it at any intensity), the EMG can be monitored continuously
from a hand muscle, such as the abductor pollicis brevis or the first
dorsal interosseous muscle, on the side contralateral to rTMS.
These muscles have the lowest threshold for the production of
MEPs, and the appearance of MEPs during an experiment may indi-
cate the spread of excitation from neighboring areas to the motor
cortex.

In studies where the stimulation is expected to produce MEPs in
a distal muscle (i.e., the hand), an additional muscle at a proximal
segment of the same limb can be monitored. The appearance of
‘‘proximal” MEPs in a forearm muscle (such as the extensor carpi
radialis) or in an arm muscle (as the deltoid), would indicate the
intra-cortical spread of excitation or lowering of the MT.

Visual monitoring of subjects during rTMS is mandatory. Mus-
cle twitching time-locked to the stimulus provide a potentially
important indication of spread of evoked motor activity, albeit less
sensitive than EMGmonitoring (Lorenzano et al., 2002). It might be
advisable to use video monitoring in high-risk studies. Subjects
should be observed by a qualified individual at all times during
rTMS.

Theoretically, the EEG would seem the most appropriate tool for
physiological monitoring of rTMS effects, since afterdischarges
following the cessation of cortical stimulation are traditionally
considered the first indicator of induced epileptic activity
(Ajmone-Marsan, 1972), and are routinely used as a safety feature
in subdural cortical stimulation and recording. However, routine
EEG monitoring in normals and patient populations is unlikely to
increase safety of TMS significantly, given the low incidence of

Table 6
Published TBS (biphasic pulses) and QPS (monophasic pulses) protocols on normal subjects. No significant side effects reported, apart vagal reactions after prefrontal cortex
stimulation. Consensus reached for this table.

Pulses in the burst Total train pulses Intensity Stimulation site

‘‘Standard” cTBS (following Huang et al. 2005) 3 at 50 Hz, repeated at 5 Hz 600 (40 s) 80% of active MT Motor cortex, PFCc

Silvanto et al. 2007 8 at 40 Hz, repeated every 1.8 s 200 60% of the maximal
stimulator output

Visual cortex

Nyffeler et al. 2006a 3 at 30 Hz, repeated at 10 Hz 200 80% of resting MT Frontal eye fields
”Standard” iTBS protocols (following

Huang et al. 2005)
3 at 50 Hz, repeated at 5 Hz for 2 s 600 80% of active MT Motor cortex, PFCc

QPS b (following Hamda et al., 2008) 4 (ISI ranging 1.5 ms–1.25 s),
repeated every 5 s

1440 90% of active MT Motor cortex

a Also repeated TBS in the same session (at 5, 15, 60, 75 min).
b 2000 maximal total pulse number per day; highest intensity used resting MT (Y. Ugawa, personal communication).
c PFC = prefrontal cortex (Grossheinrich et al. 2009).
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